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t’s been an interesting period since 
the last Creative Light was published 
and if anyone in the future ever 

asks us about the value of being in an 
association and power of a collective it 
was very evident in the last few days!

One of the Guild’s members had 
spotted that a website was offering a 
few of their images as free Wallpaper 
downloads so they posted about it on one 
of group private pages, clearly breaching 
copyright. This resulted in several other 
members checking the search engine on 
the offending site to find the same as it 
was effecting photographers everywhere 
– not just Guild members.

The site in question had only been 
live for 13 days and was using a very 
clever automated search engine which 
was lifting photographer’s images from 
website, blogs, and social media – even 
from restricted areas in some cases.

To complicate things, we then found 
that the domain owner was based in 
Hong Kong and site was hosted in the 
United States.

We took a targeted response as a 
collective. Within an hour the Guild 
and multiple members had emailed the 
Host requesting the site in question be 
pulled down, and the following day it was 
removed, protecting the copyright of 
photographers everywhere.

We’ve also had multiple successes 
when intervening or giving advice in 
relation to disputes or issues members 
have found themselves involved in. It’s 
surprising how often issues occur (we’ve 
dealt with 3 today) so don’t forget that 
we are always at the end of the phone 
to assist members. Should you ever 
find yourself in such a position, call 
us! Alternatively, those with our ‘Pro’ 

membership can call our legal helpline 
24/7.

Since the last issue of Creative Light 
was published,   the Consumer Contracts 
Regulations of 2013 have come into 
force. They include an extension to the 
length of time a consumer has to change 
their mind and cancel goods or services 
purchased from 7 days to 14 days in many 
circumstances. One of the other new 
requirements, which will apply to us all, is 
for specific information to be provided to 
the consumer in a durable medium.

A few members have asked about the 
impact this will have on photographers 
who are in business. We addressed 
the immediate concerns in our internal 
Newsletter but have added an article in 
this magazine to explain more about the 
significance of the new Regulations.

This time of the year is a very busy 
one for wedding photographers, and in 
recent weeks we’ve seen a huge uptake 
in the number of people using our post-

production service supplied by Pro-Image 
Editors. Getting 250 images fully edited 
and returned in a Lightroom catalogue for 
just £27.50 really makes good business 
sense (the editing costs from just 7 pence 
per image with the Guild discount). It can 
free you up hours and shows the value 
of out-sourcing, as discussed in the last 
edition of Creative Light.

Speaking of images, the Guild’s Image 
of the Month Competition is getting 
increasingly exciting. Two images last 
month fell just one point short of our 
elusive Platinum Bar award with its £300 
prize money!  Surely someone is going to 
manage to achieve that award in the near 
future and take the prize fund, which is 
increasing in size every month!

It is this month that many members are 
due new Guild discount cards, so we are 
in the process of forwarding replacements 
to those that need them. The discounts 
are pretty amazing and can save you 
literally hundreds of pounds each year!

You can get 8% off a MacBook Pro (or 
20% off a refurbished one) direct from 
the Apple Store, 7% off many High Street 
names including Argos, Curry’s, PC World 
to name but a few. There’s even up to 75% 
off holidays, breaks and attractions and 
even ongoing discounts at supermarkets. 
In total there are over 22,000 available 
discounts saving member’s money in 
most aspects of their lives, not just 
photography.

We’ve included more information about 
the scheme in this edition of Creative 
Light to help you take full advantage of it!

It is with sadness that we announce the Guild has lost a very 
popular member. Roger Griffiths recently passed away 

following a battle with leukaemia. He was, and remains, an 
inspiration. 

One of the nicest people in this industry, he was a talented 
photographer, who influenced many, and was very popular in 
photographic circles. He was a true gentleman and above all 
a much loved family member! He will obviously be missed by 
us all, but our special thoughts go to his family at this difficult 
time. Rest in Peace Roger.

Lesley Thirsk

Steve Thirsk

Want to join The Guild of Photographers - follow the 
link and get in touch with us today!

http://www.photoguild.co.uk/member-benefits
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Editor

“Twelve people, including three sets of parents, the best man, 
bridesmaids and the Priest were all squashed into a tiny vestry for the 
signing of the register.  To say it was a little tight is an understatement! 
I found myself pinned right up against the wall by the door unable to 
move.  So I took  my readings, set my camera and took a couple of 
shots.   Really thrilled with this image and so are the couple!”   
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A
ugust has arrived so quickly this year.  For photographers working in the portrait market, attention 
must soon be turning towards your Christmas campaigns.  This edition of Creative Light features 
an article on ‘How to get Customers to Buy’, together with our resident internet feature by Hallam 

Internet on ‘How to Grow your Photography Business’.    

Lesley Thirsk has written a great article explaining the advantages of using the Guild’s Discount Card 
which members will be receiving in the post shortly (see page 18). I have just purchased a MacBook Pro 
via the Apple Store using my Guild’s Discount Card and saved £127.00. This card is definitely worth 
having!

In this issue we’re delighted to feature one of our very own photographer’s, Nathalie Rouquette. Recently 
awarded the ‘Competition Winner’ at the first Newborn Photography Show, Natalie talks to Creative Light 
about her achievements.   We introduce Karl Bratby, our newest Panel Member and Lorraine Jardim of 
Ellie J Photography talks about why she joined the Guild of Photographers.  Victoria Macken shares with 
us a moment she stopped the car and took photographs of a scene by the side of the road.  David Stanbury 
a Hassleblad Master talks about his wedding photography.   Featured also within this edition are all of the 
stunning Gold Bar winners  for May and June 2014.

Interested in taking part in a residential photography training course? We have the comparison of three 
popular courses and feature Photo Training Overseas, PRGH Training and Appleton Photo Training.  In 
addition, Victoria Macken explains why she suddenly stopped on the side of the road to take pictures of a 
rare scene, find out what she stopped for later in the magazine. 

If you have a story you would like to share with Creative Light,  then please email me at the following 
address – julie@photoguild.co.uk

“The camera is an instrument that teaches people how to see without a camera.”

– Dorothea Lange
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Front Cover
When your father owns a photography studio, it’s safe to say you’re going to have a lot of photos taken 
of yourself and Grace Bremner has that exact problem.   Her father, Neil Bremner runs his photography 
business Made Portraits in Glastonbury, which opened at the beginning of 2013.   
Neil loves to create images that are a little bit quirky so when his daughter needed some invitations  for her 
4th birthday party, he knew exactly what he wanted to do.   Grace loves dressing up in her mothers shoes 
and jewellery.  Grace is starting school in September and Neil wanted to create an image that showed how 
his daughter is 4 going on 14.   
The reaction to the image from parents with children of a similar age has been fantastic and most 
importantly, Grace adored her personalized party invitations.  We at Creative Light loved her photograph 
too and that is why it has made the front cover of Creative Light. 
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www.madeportraits.com
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Inspiring, warm  
and gorgeous!
These are the three words that Marie-Louise Kvist Visborg uses to describe Nathalie Rouquette.   Nathalie 
and her family live in Nordjyland, Denmark and she specialises in Pregnancy, Childbirth and Newborn 
Photography.  Creative Light talks to Nathalie about her remarkable journey with photography and life.   A 
mother of three children Nathalie takes time out of her busy schedule to talk about her photography and 
how she likes to capture the moment, show the  curiosity, courage, life force, shyness and the twinkle in 
their eyes!                   

Q:  Tell Creative Light a little bit about 
yourself, your journey into photography.   
How did it all start?

 I started taking pictures as a child, 
my Mum and Dad were both amateur 
photographers and had their own dark room 
equipment.  I always found this amazing – 
the creation on paper of an image in a dark 
room.

As a teenager I worked at Euro Disney and 
probably used a role of film a week which 
I guess  just shows how much I enjoyed 
photography already.

Later, when I came back to England, I met 
a young man who loved photography and 
he invited me along to a meet. I brought 
a couple of photographs along to the 
competition and won 1st prize –  a year’s 
membership! This was my first taste of 
sharing my photography as well as my 
thoughts and opinions upon the subject. 

For a long while after, however, my 
camera took a “rest” and soon became old 
as analogue became digital. I had nothing 
to shoot with until the autumn of 2010 
when I bought a canon 550. Call it fate 
but weirdly, around the same time, I was 
at my boys nursery enjoying a day as the 
kids (0-3 years) were being photographed.  
Well let me tell you, I have never witnessed 
something so stressful! The nursery staff 
were stressed, the kids were crying , I didn’t 
know where to start to even help and the 
whole thing was complete pandemonium. 

I left there wondering if there wasn’t a 
better way to do it. Unemployed at the time 
after my second sons birth, I wondered if I 
couldn’t do it better and my plan transpired 
- to photograph the kids as they played and 
not force them on a bench.  Suddenly, my 
business was born. It took a year to make my 
business plan and create my web-page – the 
web-page has a payment/download system 
which was created just for me – I wish I 
could make a “prettier” website – but at the 
moment it works and I am a little proud of it.

Q:  You specialise in Newborns.   Were 
you originally interested in Newborns or 
did Newborn photography evolve?

I have always loved newborn photography 
since my mother bought me a Anna Geddes 
book which I have found fascinating. Also, 
I love babies! I have had 3 of my own and 
would love to have more but, unfortunately, 
my treatment (I’ve got cancer for the second 
time) won’t allow this.

Once I started my own company I soon 
found out that my nursery photography 

would be very much in the autumn and 
I needed something else – so I tried out 
newborn photography and I LOVED it! So 
in 2012 I found Guild Photographer of the 
Year, Tracy Willis and booked some training 
- this was really the start of an amazing 
journey.

Q:  Which is your favourite lens, and 
why?

I have only one lens – a 24-105 L IS and 
I love EVERYTHING about it so newborns, 
kids, weddings - I use it ALL THE TIME. It 
gives me the zoom and the closeness to 
touch my kids – tickle them if I need to get 
them to smile. If I was far away, I find that I 
wouldn’t get the same connection.

Q: Lighting, what type of lightening do 
you prefer to use and why?

I work with continuous lightening – I like 
the “what you see is what you get” approach. 

Q:  What do you look for when you are 
setting up a ‘set’ for your clients.  Do the 
child’s parents explain what they would 
like you to create?

When parents come, whether newborn 
or older, I always sit them down and ask 
if they have a “dream pic” – one picture 
they maybe have seen on Facebook or 
somewhere else that they love. I always say 
that what they show me will give me an idea 
of which direction we should go with the 
photographs. I take inspiration from these 
pictures but I will not copy it and I explain 
this to them. Most of the time, however, 
they let me do what I like from choosing the 
colours to placement of the set. They have 
seen my past work and know I’ll do my best 
for them.

Q:  What have your found the most 
challenging about running your own 
photography business?

Working ALL hours in the day and trying 
to remember to take some time off!

Q:  How did you build your brand and 
establish your business in Denmark?

Facebook and a few brochures was all 
really – I have a very unique product here in 
Denmark and the word got out.

Q:  What do you feel has helped your 
business to succeed where so many others 
fail?

 I give 200% of myself and create 
something different and if someone comes 
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with something that is totally outside my 
vision I actually say no, obviously explain – 
but I find that my customers respect me and 
my art/work more – and I ALWAYS deliver 
what I promise.

Q: What tips and advice would you give 
someone who is wanting to become a 
professional photographer especially in 
the genre of Newborn Photography?

Get training and practice, practice, 
practice. Also, remember customer service 
is the way to returning customers and free 
advertisement – word of mouth is what 
has got me fully booked way into 2015. A 
must have is also to get an understanding of 
accountancy of even get an accountant. They 
can save you money!

Q:  How important is post-processing in your 
images?  

For my newborn photographs  I do 
everything from skin smoothing to 
composites. I consider my newborn pictures 
more of an art form and therefore want the 
baby’s skin smooth and in reality it rarely is. 
The older the child, the less I do. For older 
kids I will offer to take away everything that 
isn’t permanent, so bruises, scratches and so 
on. 

Q: What would you have done differently 
in your business if you started out again?  
What pitfalls would you avoid?

My only real “problem” has been my web-
page, as I wanted it programmed for my 
needs – and although I knew what I wanted 
at the beginning, my business has evolved 
and I don’t find my website can, without large 
costs. I would like to have something a lot 
more flexible.

Q:  What is your favourite editing 
software and why?  Have you always used 
this software to work on your images?

 I use Photoshop and bridge – I am in the 
process of trying to learn Lightroom. I use 
both Bridge and Photoshop for different 
things and would be lost without either.

Q: What new piece of equipment, gadget 
or lens have you got your eye on and 
why are you looking to add this to your 
equipment?

I have just bought a Fuji T-X1 as a “second” 
camera and am needing to learn how to use 
it. So for now that’s it.  I will be looking at 

The Newborn Photography Show Competition 2014

~ Winning Image ~

a macro lens in the future – this is so I can 
“play” a little so my photography is not all 
work, but a hobby as well.

Q: New Mum’s lack confidence 
especially so soon after giving birth, how 
do you relax your new Mum’s and what 
techniques do you use that you are willing 
to share?

Four out of five of my newborn customers 
have been to see me before for their ‘bump’ 
pictures so they’ve met me before so know 
me and can already relax a little. They also 
all know that I have 3 kids and am around 
newborns every week so I’m very confident 
and I think it shows.

Q:  An area of photography that you are 
looking to improve or master?

At the moment I am only working part-
time because of the cancer so this means 
that I don’t get to work half as much as I’d 
like to. So at the moment I am just focusing 
on what I do best before I look at venturing 
down other avenues. 

Q:  The Newborn Photography 
Show Competition 2014 you were the 
photographer with the winning image (see 
opposite) How did you feel?

It was amazing – I couldn’t believe it! 
Winning anything is a fabulous feeling 
and every time someone tells me that my 
pictures are good I get a warm feeling inside. 
It always makes my day, but when it is a 
group of my peers, that I respect,  it’s just 
the best. I was just a shame that I couldn’t go 
over there to pick up my prize.

Q: Three words that describe you?

Julie, I have asked my customers and 
friends to do this for me.  

I have had the words translated into 
English for the readers!

• Inspirational, Powerful Professional
• Warm, Skilled, Relaxed
• Humorous, Warm, Accommodating
• Fun, Gentle, Caring
• Skilful, Creative, Heartfelt
• Humorous, Warm, Relaxed
• Extremely Skilful, Great
• Inspiring, warm and Gorgeous!

 

© Nathalie Rouquette 2014

I made my moon with MDF. Lightning to the right and baby on the moon, I have windows on the left of my studio and they 
act as a secondary light source.  The biggest part of this image is the post processing – I have to remove the screw heads 
(I’m no carpenter) and then it’s the same as any other newborn image – I clean the  skin to reduce the blemishes.   The back-
ground is blurred a little so the flooring/rug and the background give a more dreamy feel.

Nathalie Rouquette
Vadum, Nordjylland, Denmark

website:  http://www.nathaliefoto.dk
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© Nathalie Rouquette 2014
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© Nathalie Rouquette 2014
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spotlight
Congratulations Nathalie Rouquette
Gold Bar
June 2014
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With all my 
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We’re excited to announce that ProImage Editors is merg-
ing with Photographer’s Edit!

With PE, you can expect the same great services, high-qual-
ity editing, and excellent customer service. PE is all about 
custom correction, so you can be sure the editing matches 
your style.

Photographer’s Edit is dedicated to the idea of freedom. We 
give busy photographers like you the time to do what really 
matters.

Read your kids an extra bedtime story. Prepare a candle-
lit dinner for your special someone. Or book another shoot. 
Whatever you enjoy, go do it.

Learn more at www.photographersedit.com

Jenna Henderson is a passionate shooter with the opportunity to shoot a lot of Disney weddings. Jenna spoke with Pho-
tographer’s Edit CEO, Nathan Holritz, about her photography business, what she enjoys aside from photography, and 
how she has time for it all with her hectic schedule.

N
athan Holritz: What is one word that 
would describe you as an individual? 
On a personal level.

Jenna Henderson: Passionate. I think that’s 
it ... or maybe intense. I try to do everything 
I do with all my heart. When I started doing 
photography at first, I thought it would be 
something that would be a part-time gig. 
Now my whole world revolves around it.

NH: If you could spend your time on 
anything that you wanted to, what would 
that thing be?

JH: I spend a lot of time with my family, and 
we like to travel and do things like that. 

Photographer’s Edit has also allowed me to 
expand on projects that let me give back to 
the community. One of the things that it’s 
allowed me to do this year is take on a new 
project. I’m going to schools and teaching 
how to tell stories through photography. 
If I was just sitting behind the computer 
and editing all day, I wouldn’t have the 
opportunity to go teach about taking photos. 

NH: How long have you been in business?

JH: I think I’m going into my third year now. I 
got really lucky because after doing a Disney 
wedding, I was added to their vendor list, so 
I do a lot of Disney weddings.

Then they started asking me to do marketing 
things for them, and now I’m doing 
corporate events for them and different side 

projects. It’s really been fun! 

NH: How many hours a week do you put 
into the business?

JH: I was putting about 60 hours a week 
into the business, and now I’m probably 
putting about 40. It’s a little more sane for 
me.

NH: Was it the hours that pushed you 
toward using Photographer’s Edit?

JH: Yes, it really was. Part of the problem 
was that I was getting so many weddings! 
I wanted to make sure that every wedding 
that went back to the couple was seamless. 
I was doing so many weddings, staying up so 
late, going through each photo and trying to 
make it perfect. I was just going crazy. 

When I sent off my first wedding to 
Photographer’s Edit, I was really nervous 
about it. When it came back, it looked even 
better than I expected.

NH: So outsourcing has helped your 
business?

JH: It’s perfect. I feel like we finally have 
a good handle on everything and that our 
work-flow is really streamlined. It was hard 
because my business grew very fast and so 
for the first year I felt like we were just so 
overwhelmed in trying to get by. Now that 
we send every wedding that way, our work-
flow is so much easier, and I think we are 
able to offer a really good product to people 
because of it and in a very good amount of 
time too.

NH:  Right. Then that’s also freed you up to 
be able to work with or be able to give back 
to the community as you were talking about 
earlier?

JH: Right. It’s allowed me to do a lot of 
different things. Just in December, I had 
nine weddings that I sent in to you guys. If I 
had been at home editing nine weddings, I 
would have been behind my computer going 
insane. I was able to do a charity photo 
shoot for a friend who has cancer, and then 
I was able to do another event for a non-
profit, and then I was able to start getting 
this school event organized. 

Just having that free time has allowed me 
to do some things that I want to do with the 
community and with my business. There’s 
no way, if I didn’t send those weddings in, 
that I would have been able to do any of that 
stuff.

Read the rest of the interview at
www.havealife.com

heart...
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M
any Guild members will be 
getting their new discount cards 
through the post this month so 

it’s probably an apt time to show you how 
to get the most benefit from the Guild 
scheme. With over 22,000 discounts 
this is a scheme that covers most aspects 
of your life (not just photography) and 
if used effectively typical savings are in 
excess of £900 per year, which clearly is a 
substantial amount!

What does it offer?

Here are some random examples of the 
savings you can make –

There’s 4% off several supermarkets 
including Asda, Morrisons & Sainsburys. 
This may not sound like a significant 
amount but it is actually a great tangible 
benefit which would save you £200 a year 
based on an average spend of a £100 a 
week. In other words, it’s the equivalent 
of 2 weeks totally free shopping a year!
One of our most utilised discounts is the 
one at the Apple Store where you get 
6-8% off new MacBook Pro’s and up to 
20% off refurbished equivalents, including 
iPads. You can also get 12% off ‘Applecare’ 
with most products. It’s easy to save £100 
or more on a single purchase here.

There’s also 6-9% off many High 
Street names such as Argos, BHS, B&Q, 
Boots, Costa Coffee, Currys/PC World, 
Debenhams, Gap, Halfords, Homebase, 
Marks & Spencers, Matalan, Monsoon, 

Mothercare, River Island, Starbucks, 
Topshop/Topman, and WH Smiths. Again 
it’s easy to save £100 or so on a single 
purchase at places like Currys/PC World 
or even Argos, and it’s equally easy to 
save £££’s every week at the other places. 
The savings soon ‘rattle up’!

Significant savings can also be made 
related to running a car. The RAC offers 
up to 50% off, and the AA savings of up 
to 38%. Autoglass give a 25% discount, 
Halfords 7%, and tyre company HiQ 5%!
Using our scheme to book holidays and 
breaks is another way to save significant 
amounts. Companies such as Hotel 
Exclusives and Pontins offer up to 75% 
discount and others such as Hoseasons 
& Cottages4you 10%. There’s even a 7% 
discount on holidays booked through 
‘Travel by Inspire’ Travel agents (who deal 
with Thomsons/First Choice/Cosmos/
Virgin holidays/Kuoni etc). The savings on 
just one holiday could easily be £100 plus!
The savings on ‘days out’ or at attractions 
are also large, as are those at many 
restaurant chains. Places like Alton 
Towers, Legoland, Madame Tussauds, 
Sea Life, Thorpe Park, Warwick Castle 
and West Midlands Safari Park all offer a 
25% - 40% discount. Restaurant chains 
such as Café Rouge, Chef & Brewer, Pizza 
Express, Pizza Hut, and Zizzi also offer 
notable discounts.

As if all this isn’t enough…
On top of this there are literally 1000’s 

of local independent retailer discounts, 
and what’s more you can add to this list. 
We positively encourage members to 
nominate companies they use to offer a 
discount. There’s an on-line form where 
you simply nominate a company and 
give its contact details, then they will 
contacted to see if they want to join the 
scheme.

How does it work?

Basically the scheme revolves around a 
website listing over 22,000 discounts and 
an associated discount card, and there 
are 5 main ways of getting your discounts 
from the retailer –

Online - The online system is very simple 
to use as you just log-in to our discount 
site and choose the on-line supplier you 
wish to use. Some suppliers like the Apple 
Store then give you access to a ‘back-door’ 
site with their discount applied whereas 
others operate by giving you a code.

By Phone - This operates similar to the 
above. You just log-in to our discount 
site and choose the on-line supplier you 
wish to use where you will find a code, or 
instructions about what to say when you 
call the company.

Showing your discount card – In 
this case you literally just show your 
membership card to the retailer to get 
your discount.

Pre-loading your discount card with 
money – The discount card also has a 
pre-loadable gift card facility you can 
opt to use. Basically, you receive a 7% 

How to SAVE
Money!

discount every time you load money so 
it costs just £93 to load £100 of funds. 
You then use the card to pay for your 
purchases at most of the High Street 
names above. 

Via Gift Cards – These are ordered 
online or by phone and operates similar 
to the discount card in that the amount 
you put on to the card is charged at the 
discounted rate. The main difference is 
that it is specific to one retailer only. The 
supermarkets tend to use this method.

Finally, here’s a tip!

It can be easy to forget where you can 
get a discount so why not spend a little 
time going through the discount site, 
noting the retailers you use regularly and 
how you get their discount. Then create a 
small wallet or purse sized card with those 
details on. It will prove useful when you 
are out and about to know where you can 
save money just by showing your card or 
using it when pre-loaded.

Do take the time out to look at the 
discount site for they can cover the 
Guild’s membership costs several times 
over.  They genuinely can save you £100’s 
each year.

The link to the discount site can be 
found on the back of your card or on the 
Guild websites discount page (where the 
photography specific discounts are listed 
too). 

Go and save yourself £££’s 

Lesley Thirsk

http://www.photoguild.co.uk/member/guild-discounts

http://www.photoguild.co.uk/member/guild-discounts
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Stanbury
Hassleblad Master
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David is one of Graphistudio’s Worldwide Ambassadors and a Hassleblad Master.  David & Jane Stanbury, 
a  husband and wife team created their business in Wigan over 18  years ago.    David and Jane first met 
when they were at school together and have three children. Stanbury Photography is based purely out of 
the couple’s  passion for artistic documentary wedding photography and the perfect image.     Over the 
years their continued need to be creative, telling stories with their cameras grew so much that the business 
turned into what it is today….. their life! 

Q:  How many weddings you do and 
Jane undertake each year?

We only shoot 40 weddings a year, this 
year (2014) we decided to change and 
have a limit. Before, if we were available 
for the date we would book it but with the 
40 cap we can spend more time on ‘US’ 
and we can even have a cheeky holiday in 
the summer!

Q:  Do you supply wedding albums as 
part of the package, if so,  which albums 
do you prefer.?

We only use Graphistudio albums, our 
clients love them and even though we 
have been offering them for years, our 
new clients are amazed at how modern 
and fresh they are.  If our customers are 
happy, so are we. We are in the process of 
using the Primo as our proof book, a thick 
page crystal glance cover album with Art 
box for the main and we have recently 
introduced the Young book for baby/
family portraits.

Q:  Can you describe how and when 
you use flash, video light or do you 
prefer to work with reflectors at 
weddings.

80% is available light with the odd 
reflector thrown in. I love dark/contrasty 

images so don’t mind shadows as long 
as the eye goes exactly where I want it 
to go. I started using a Lowell light many 
years ago. I loved the effects it gave when 
playing with white balance settings and 
again the deep shadows and texture. 
I recently have included flash into my 
images to create dramatic skies / sunsets / 
silhouettes at weddings.

Q: When shooting at weddings how 
many images do you shoot?

Between Jane and I we shoot approx 
1500 on a full day coverage, we don’t go 
crazy.  

Q:  What camera system do you use 
and why?

I shoot on a Hasselblad H3d 31 with a 
Canon 5dmkiii for the candids and Jane 
shoots with her mkiii.  When we first 
started in photography we shot everything 
medium format with my Mamiya RB67, 
we then introduced 35mm as candids so 
it just feels comfortable shooting that 
way.   I have found that shooting with the 
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Hasselblad slows you down anyway.

Over the last few years people have 
said that medium format is too slow for 
weddings. I disagree; yes it makes you 
think differently and where you would 
normally shoot a dozen images I now 
shoot 2 or 3 and this has speeded up post 
production, so I actually turn weddings 
around faster.

Q:  Do you edit your work before the 
clients see the proofs? If so, can you give 
me reason/thought process behind it.

Every image is edited and put in 
chronological order because every couple, 
their family and friends will see these 
images. We edit to tell the story.   For 
me its all about the story of the day and 
capturing the feelings that happened on 
the day rather than individual images. If 
it’s wedding guests congratulating the 
couple then the story/scene has to have 
that feel.

Q:  What you believe is the secret 
to your success and what has helped 
you to succeed in wedding photography 
where so many others have failed?

We believe our strength is our 
personalities, people buy people.  Its what 
every one of our clients have commented 
on and what they say is lacking with many 
photographers when they have been 
to friend’s weddings.   To me, the most 
important thing is how you approach and 
interact with the couple and their guests. 
One thing I want photographers to ‘get’ 
from my seminars and workshops is the 
client see YOU before their images, you 
may be a technically correct photographer 
but if the couple don’t feel comfortable 
with you then your not going to get the 
job. I have had the Father of the Bride 
come to me and say ‘you guys are worth 
every penny’ and they haven’t seen the 
images yet!

Q:  How do you relax couples on their 
wedding day?

 Its all about trust. Clients book us up to  
two years before their wedding day.  We 
meet and chat as much as we can and not 
only about photography but about them 
so on the day we know them personally, 
they are our friends as well as our clients. 
On the wedding day we do two short 
shoots with the couple: one fun, an upbeat 
shoot incorporating their close friends 
and the second with just the couple.  This 
is with a more intimate feel to the session. 
We don’t try and  mix both.

Q: How do you advertise your 
business?

80% of our work comes from 
recommendations, the rest mainly from 
SEO / website and Facebook. Wedding 
fairs used to be our main source of income, 
but last year we did two and this year 
none. 

Q:  Three words that describe you as a 
photographer?

    Fun, Passionate, Critical

Q:  Your work background before you 
became a photographer or have you 
always been a photographer? When did 
you start out in photography?

I worked for an electrical retailer as 
a technician but started an interest in 
photography. I was bought a SLR camera 
for my birthday by my parents. Wanting 
to learn more about how to use it, I 
attended my local college. I fell in love 
with darkroom work to the point where I 
really wanted to be a photo printer. I loved 
everything about being in the darkroom, 
for me the taking of the image was only 
a small part of the journey, the real art 
for me was in the printing; creating and 
bringing out the very best in the image and 
this to a degree is still the case. I was made 
redundant and had just bought our first 
family home so I could only afford a budget 
of £500, so I agreed a 3 month rent free on 
the studio, used the £500 for a small sign, 
desk, couch & 4 16x20 framed prints … 
from small acorns.

Q:  Who and what inspires you?

Inspiration is and can be short-lived. 
My inspiration mainly comes from outside 
the wedding photography world. I admire 
sports people, dancers, artists anybody 
who is 100% committed to their path. For 
example, Tiger Woods put his mental & 
physical strength as important as his golf 
technique. I also take inspiration from so 
many diverse genres from old masters, 
even paintings to music videos on MTV!

Q: What is your style or thought 
processes behind your work, what are 
you looking for?

‘The perfect image’… I’m  greedy, I want 
to see the whole picture, the full story in 
one image. I love shape, light and emotion 
so with a wedding I want the location, the 
emotion  and  the couple to stand out,  not 
one item but all three. 

Copyright:  Stanbury
continued.... page 32
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Q:  An interesting fact about you that 
you are willing to share?

I am my worst critic. I can be ruthless 
with my work to the point that I don’t look 
at my images for 2 or 3 days after a shoot. 
I know I have it in the bag but need to look 
at the images with fresh eyes… as I would 
in the darkroom days.

Q:  Are you self taught or did you 
study at College/University?

I am self taught but did do a year at 
college to start off with to learn the basics. 
We do though regularly practice and hone 
our techniques to keep ourselves fresh.

 Q:  Do you use a tripod? If so, why?

I mainly use a mono-pod for speed it 
helps me with low light/ISO situations.  I 
personally feel tripods make you stand 
out as a pro photographer more.  When 
you ask people who have no interest in 
photography how would you describe a 
photographer its always with a tripod.

Q:  What is your favourite fast food?

None, hate the stuff!   If I want 
something quick it would be pasta with oil 
and chilli, my favourite food is Italian.

Q:  What is your pet hate at weddings?

I don’t really have any, over the years I 
have seen so many things come and go. I 
love to work (so far) with videographer’s,  
even though we don’t see that many now. 

  One thing I do find when you read 
about photographers horror stories is that 
there has been a lack of communication 
between couple’s, the photographers and 
the suppliers.  At my weddings I find out 
who is doing what and then introduce 
myself explain what I aim to do during the 
day, the suppliers explain their goals and 
we then all work as a team. 

Q:  Software that you use to edit your 
photography?

Lightroom and Photoshop.  

Q:  Branding and reputation, how did 
you go about building yours? 

By just being us.  Photography has 
never been a job its always been a hobby, 
a passion.  We have always strived to be 
the best and so far we have enjoyed every 
minute of it

Q:  How important is social media 
to your position and standing in the 
community?

I love social media. Its by far the best 
way to get in touch with our clients and 
get our ‘name’ out there and we do get 
work from it. Love or hate social media it is 
the  future.  Social Media  is getting more 
and more important to your clients and 
we as photographers have to look at social 
media as our clients would and NOT as 
photographers .  When  one of our clients 
puts one of their wedding images on 
Facebook, I want it to be one of ours!

Q:  Which industry professionals have 
influenced your work? Both in terms of 
a ‘mentor’ and people whose work you 
admire/take inspiration from?

My first memory of being inspired was 
a documentary/book about the work of 
Oscar Marzaroli.  It was in 2007 Jane 
and I met with Jerry Ghionis during 
the conversation about the world of 
photography he told me  ‘do not be a secret’ 
.   It was during that year I started to enter 
photography competitions and I suppose, 
as they say, the rest is history. 

Q:  What would you say are the main 
challenges in your creative process and 
how do you overcome them?  

I think the main challenge is knowing 
when to stop. With my  images I want the 
viewer to see what I want them to see first 
and to me the subject has to stand out.

Q:  How do you and Jane relax?

We are best friends as well as husband 
and wife.  A day off for us is a day where 
we go into Manchester for a bit of retail 
therapy, have a nice long lunch, chat about 
nothing over cocktails and get the train 
home.  

We have been very lucky in our work 
and life,  we have been blessed with many 
close friends and we are lucky to be able 
to spend time with them.  

Q:  How important  to a photographic 
career do you believe that training and 
qualifications  are?

Tough one!  Hmmmmm...   I would 
defiantly have done my Fellowship earlier 
as this was a great way to look into and 
study your own photography.  It was a  
great way to see just how far I/we had 
come. 

I wished I had got more involved earlier 
with  various photography associations 
as I am a firm believer you get out what 
you put in, for the first say 10 years of my 
career I was very driven by money, profit 
came first.   We didn’t go to meetings/

seminars to  meet and mingle with other 
photographers.  This is this is something 
I try to do now as much as possible, I love 
meeting,  chatting and sharing ideas with 
fellow photographers.  

Regarding my style,  I honestly say that I 
feel it is my style, as I taught myself I have 
made mistakes, like many photographers 
I have tried things the hard way but in 
the end my style found me.  I am now 
comfortable with that style.  Sometimes, 
when I drift off to try something new I 
now know the right way/wrong way the 
feelings that images give me. 

My advice to Guild Members would 
be  to find or create your own style in 
photography, learn to master it and you 
will become an individual photographer 
which makes us all different from the rest.  

David Stanbury
www.davidstanbury.com
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spotlight
Congratulations Gillian Lloyd 
Gold Bar
June 2014

Competition
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THEME:   Summer

 Please send an image to us depicting “Summer”. Give 
the image a title and send it to us and you may win one 
of FIVE frio v2 coldshoes. We will feature the winning 5 
images in the next edition. Good Luck

All entries to be sent to:

Julie Oswin MCGWP
Editor
Creative Light Magazine

Please send your entries via email to:   julie@photoguild.co.uk

Images must be between 1000-2000 pixels and sent as a jpeg.
 
All entries must be received by 15th September  2014.  
Entries received after this date will not be accepted.

Kindly sponsored by Johnson’s Photopia.   There are FIVE Frio V2 Coldshoe’s up for grabs.  Your frio™ connects 
your hotshoe flash quickly to your tripod, lightstand, rig and grip gear. Once safely on, your gear is secure thanks 
to patent-pending DualLock™ security, but can be removed in an instant.
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First time in my life
I took a chance!
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Lorraine Jardim, a full time professional photographer qualified with The Guild of Photographers, shares 
with us her journey in photography. With a studio based at Fillongley in Coventry, Lorraine is the bread 
winner for her family and has been taking professional photographs since 2009.   

I have evolved into someone standing 
at the top of a stepladder and shouting 
instructions at wedding guests!  I also 
found myself working more and more on 
newborns, something I’d always wanted 
to do and loved.   I gave up photographing 
weddings in 2013 to concentrate on my 
other work; newborn, maternity, children, 
families and pets.  I have published articles 
on the subject of newborn safety and I am 
proud to say that I specialise in newborn 
photography.  I have also been told that 
some of the midwives in my area have 
been recommending my work – which is 
such a great honour and a massive boost 
to my confidence!

Photography is very hard work – but 
anyone building their photography 
business will understand that you have 
to put the effort in and you have to learn 
your craft or your business will fail.  There 
are times that I am up until 2:00am 
processing to ensure my clients gets their 
images on time.  I certainly run around 
a lot more than I ever did in a ‘sensible, 
proper job’ but despite being so busy, I 
am still pushing myself. I am determined 
to achieve my Craftsman status with the 
Guild of Photographers as soon as I can. 

On the subject of The Guild of 
Photographers: what an amazing 
organisation! One of the best things I 
did was to join. There so many friendly 
members all willing to share advice, ideas 
and constructive criticism, training and 
mentoring.  I am so pleased I joined.

The added and biggest surprise of a 
bonus with all of this, is that my anxiety is 
so much better than it was and I really feel 
like I am living now rather than existing!

Lorraine Jardim
www.elliejphotography.co.uk

I
n a nutshell, I’m busier now than I’ve 
ever been (and long may it continue) 
but its been a long and difficult slog 

to get where I am today.  I know I’m still 
on the path to getting  where I want to 
be – and along the way I’ve dealt with my 
husband having major heart surgery, I’ve 
raised three children and dealt with my 
own personal challenge of depression and 
anxiety.  Photography has always been a 
passion for me and I inherited this from 
my Dad who was also a photographer.  

I set up my business on a part-time 
basis at the beginning of 2009 and it 
trickled along on a casual basis, but things 
changed dramatically in 2011. I was 
made redundant from my ‘proper job’ 
which had until then provided the family 
with a secure income.  I found myself at a 
crossroads.  The sensible thing would have 
been to find a full time job with a reliable 
income to ensure the family had security.  
The anxiety kicked off big time and things 
were extremely tough personally and 
financially and of course, the financial 
climate at that time was dire.  Despite 
everything, my wonderful husband was so 
supportive, sitting me down and telling me 
that if it wasn’t going to happen now – it 
never would.   So, for the first time in my 
life I took a chance and did what my heart 
told me rather than my head.

Was it the right choice?  Yes, it was.  It 
has been very difficult at times, but from 
being a person overflowing with anxieties 
and suffering a huge lack of confidence, 
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Appleton Photo
Training

In this edition of Creative Light we have decided to feature three popular 
residential training courses so that you can see the benefits of such 
courses.
The first one is run by Andrew Appleton. Andrew specialises in beauty, 
fashion and performance and somehow manages to combine his work 
as a Panel Member, Judge and Mentor with The Guild of Photographers, 
with his training courses and personal commissions.
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Light... colour & passion are the three 
ingredients with which to create beautiful, 
evocative images.  Andrew’s workshop in 
Italy took the delegates to inspirational 
places inspired by Italian artists, architects 
and musicians over the century.  Andrew’s 
workshop was all about taking the 
opportunity to take full advantage of 
the truly diverse and picturesque mix of 
locations in the Italian region of Veneto.  
Just 45km from Venice.   Padua lays claim 
to being the oldest city in the country and 
is naturally steeped in history.  
Andrew encourages his delegates to 
practice their craft against a variety 
of backdrops from the honeycomb or 
arcaded streets.  Accompanied by two 
very experienced models who have 
carefully chosen their wardrobe to match 
the photographic genres and a stylist 
to help create their  vision.  Andrew 
taught some tried and tested methods 
for directing a subject, providing the 
delegates with practical and effective 
ways to capture the mood, the expression 
and the pose that contributed to a 
successful and wow factor image.

The workshop was  held in Italy in May 
2014 for three days and three nights, 
models and tuition were all included.   
Travel to and from Italy was  not included 
nor was the local hotel accommodation.    
However, Andrew selects areas for his 
overseas workshops where there are 
many hotels which offer accommodation 
for approx £300 for four nights for twin 
or double room.   Andrew’s costs for this 
particular course is £550 per person.  
Andrew’s next trip to Italy will be in 
September 10th - 12th 2014, eight places, 
two models and one stylist.   Discount is 
available for Guild Members.  Contact 
Andrew for more information or visit his 
website.

Andrew Appleton
www.andrewappleton.com

G
uild Member Johnathan Hilder talks to Creative Light about his 
trip to Italy with Andrew Appleton.   

“Italy – training but not as we know it Italian light, Italian heat, 
Italian models, Italian food, Italian locations, laughter mixed with an 
eclectic mix of mad Brit’s and you have and Andrew Appleton training 
experience. Having got to Padua the crew all went to dinner.  The day 
started early with a briefing and onto an Italian ruined farmhouse with 
a shoot in the full sun and the shade on the other side of the house. You 
could not really get two different areas to shoot in. Andrew was on hand 
to make suggestions and pass on hints shooting fashion and beauty.   
on to Villa Contarini great venue, no one around where we shot Bridal 
and then Life Style then onto Cittadella a moated walled city, with once 
again no one around where we shot headshots and fashion followed 
by red dresses in the square a surreal experience.   Back to Padua for a 
night shoot.  The next day was spent in Padua shooting fashion and a 
fantastic lunch.  If you like photography, learning, eating and laughing 
this is one of the courses for you”
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Photo Training 
Overseas
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The week long Photo Training Overseas takes place annually during the month of January, and is completely 
organised, administered and promoted by George and Glenys Dawber.  The first ever overseas course 
was held in Tunisia in 1986 and was under the sole sponsorship of Fuji Film (UK) Ltd.  The popular and 
successful Fuji Professional School of Photography was George Dawber’s brainchild and was officially 
launched to the photographic press during the first ever event which was attended by approximately 80 
people.   This successful formula continues, for January 2015 will see the 28th PTO (in the warmth of 
Tenerife). The delegate rate is £995 and that includes all tuition, return flights, in-flight meals, transfers and 
7 nights accommodation in an all inclusive 4* hotel. There’s even a cocktail reception, awards night and 
party. Included is all your food, snacks, unlimited alcoholic and non-alcoholic drinks served by the glass, 
soft drinks, tea and coffee. Amazing value!

I
n January 2014, I was one of the 
delegates flying to  Fuerteventura 
to attend the Photography Training 

Overseas course and what a fantastic 
week it turned out to be. The trainers 
were inspirational and each one had 
something different to offer.  Our 
group experienced many photography 
‘light-bulb-moments’, we shared and 
exchanged ideas for our  businesses, 
laughed until our sides ached and just 
had an excellent time.

 In photography you never stop 
learning and learning in such a relaxed 
environment and with the sunshine 
has got to be one of the best formulas 
for a photographic training week. The 
event provides the opportunity for 
photographers to socialise with leaders 
in the industry.  One of the greatest 

strengths of PTO has been its insistence 
on mixing both new and established 
talent in its master classes and seminars. 
The programme always features new 
speakers - some of whom have never 
been seen or heard on the seminar 
circuit,  as well as those who have been 
involved in seminars and training for a 
while.  One thing that they do have in 
common however, is their refreshing 
outlook and new ideas to compliment 
their passion for photography.

Unlike many courses and seminars 
PTO has never placed a restriction on 
who attends, believing that today’s 
amateur photographers are tomorrow’s 
pros and therefore the course actively 
encourages non-professionals to 
attend.  Each year PTO has an increasing 
number of non-professionals and 
assistants among it’s ranks and it takes 
pride in the fact that you will not feel in 
anyway inferior, ‘amateurish’ or treated 
differently. All who attend are equal.

The PTO team ensure that each year 
they reach new heights of excellence by 
combining the best possible ingredients 
-  great locations, top-class presenters, a 
varied and interesting program, friendly 
atmosphere, sponsors involvement 
and unlimited opportunities to discuss 
photography.  

Julie Oswin
www.fineartweddings.co.uk

G
uild Member Gillian Devine talks 
to Creative Light about her trip 
to Fuerteventura  in January 

2014.

“Photo Training Overseas is an amazing 
one week photographic training held in 
a different country every year.  Around 
one hundred photographers from around 
the globe. It’s a chance to learn, train and 
work with Master Photographers from 
around the world, to learn new skills to 
ensure that my work is at the forefront 
of the photographic world.  New lighting 
techniques, experimenting with different 
artistic ideas and compositions, and 
experiencing many different genres of 
photography, from Weddings, babies and 
family to events, architectural, landscape, 
press, PR, fashion and still life. The list goes 
on and on.

As a professional Wedding Photographer, 
I was thrilled to work with Louise Sumner 
a Wedding Photographer from Plymouth 
who demonstrated her wedding lighting 
techniques and also Kevin Mullins, 
a renown documentary wedding 
photography, whose skill in watching, 
anticipating and capturing those fleeting 
moments on Weddings that tell the story 
without direction was simply amazing, 
Kevin Mullins  stunning black and white 
journalistic imagery that really moved me.  
I came  back absolutely buzzing with new 
skills and ideas that my brides and grooms 
are going to LOVE!”

Gillian Devine
www.gilliandevinephotography.co.uk

G
uild Member Dave Jagger talks 
to Creative Light about his 
experience attending PTO.  

“I have attended Photo Training Overseas 
for the last three years and for me PTO is a 
fun filled week of learning and friendship. 
From the minute you meet your fellow 
delegates, tutors and organisers lasting 
friendships are formed, you start to pick 
up new ideas, experience various types of 
photography than you may not normally 
be involved in.   Even the most experienced 
photographer picks things up.   Most 
importantly the  learning doesn’t stop 
when the classes finish, one of the brilliant 
things about PTO is all the tutors, all top 
photographers themselves who are available 
well into the evenings, always more than 
willing to pass on their knowledge  over a 
drink or two (it’s all inclusive you know!).
The week always goes by so quickly and 
always leaves you wanting more.  Do I 
recommend PTO?  Absolutely and that is  
why I and lots of others keep going back year 
after year.   Hopefully we’ll see you there 
too?”

Dave Jagger

George & Glenys Dawber
Visit the website for more information 
about PTO http://www.pto-uk.com

© Lesley Bee 

© Lesley Bee
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prgh training
Finally we look at Paul Haley’s residential training course.  Paul has been in the photographic business for 
over 40 years but has moved with the times and led the way for many in the digital change over. His years 
as a press photographer, including being one of only three civilian photographers sent with the Task Force 
during the Falklands War, kept him  looking for quick solutions to many problems and being self employed 
since 1987 has helped Paul concentrate on making profits rather than turnover. Paul believes that it is true 
that anyone can take photographs and anyone can point a camera but people who want to be creative need 
to learn the basics in photography and understand the rules first then learn when they can break them.  
Paul has been running ‘residential’ training courses for over 10 years in the UK. The 2013 training course 
was held at the fabulous Glensevin House near the Brecon Beacons in Wales. 
In  2014 the residential course was held at the fabulous Hamps Hall and Barn, Derbyshire. The next course is 
scheduled for May 2015 which will be held at Paul’s favourite venue, Roaches Hall, Derbyshire. He manages 
to combine his work as a Panel Member, Judge and Mentor with The Guild of Photographers.  Courses 
are £700 for shared accommodation including food and refreshments or £1200 for a couple.   For further 
information contact Paul - paul@prgh.co.uk

Glensevin photograph courtesy of 
Michelle Whitmore

“As a non-people photographer I rarely 
attend portrait, fashion or wedding 
photography training as there is no appeal for 
me personally but I feel that every now and 
again its good to step out of ones comfort 
zone and do something a little different. But 
with some many workshops and courses 
being offered by so called “professional 
trainers”; and I use that term loosely as 
there are many fly-by-nights out there who 
willingly take your money but have less 
experience and/or qualifications than you 
do!! Where do you start looking for quality 
photography training and how can you be 
sure of getting your pennies worth without 
feeling ripped off?   If you are a serious 
photographer, regardless of genre, regardless 
of skill level, regardless of trade organisation 
and regardless of equipment levels AND if 
you want THE best quality photography 
training in the UK you don’t need to look 
much further than Photo Training by Paul RG 
Haley.

The course itself is centred around a 
number of nights at a residential location 
that has its own secluded grounds so that 
we can photograph to our hearts content 
without fear of upsetting the neighbours. 
There is a fixed agenda during the day 
and you can participate in as many or as 
few sessions as you wish or just work with 
particular trainers who’s work you admire. 
Outside of the training sessions there is 
plenty of opportunity for 1-2-1 sessions with 
both the models and the trainers and only a 
fool would be daft enough to ignore this great 
opportunity.

In the words of Paul Haley “It’s not so 
much a course but more a “self help with 
professional facilitating” event.  A group 
of like minded people coming together to 
share ideas and practice in groups and as 
individuals.  It’s for injecting enthusiasm into 
your mind and for you to experiment in a 
relaxed environment without the constraints 
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“It’s about the learning new skills in a warm, friendly environment. 
Its’ about dipping in and out of sessions and concentrating on what 
is relevant to you; with 5 trainers there has to be something going 
on that takes your fancy. You’ll never experience anything similar on 
a “normal” one day or two day course”.

of having to please a customer.”

For me this is one of the best photographer 
training programs around – WHY?

To start with there is a minimum of 5 
highly skilled professional trainers who are all 
at the top of their game. In attendance this 
April we had from the world of weddings the 
lovely Julie Oswin and Kevin Pengelly; from 
fashion and lighting the dynamic duo of Sean 
McCormack & Richie Crossley; accompanied 
by the brains behind the course, renowned 
war photography and fashion and glamour 
whiz Paul R.G Haley.

In addition there are 3-4 fantastic models 
who were a pleasure to work with, all willing 
to go that extra mile to help you get the 
images you want.

Add into the mix an eclectic bunch of 20-
30 photographers, each one of them bringing 
their own style and personalities and who all 
have a little something to share even if they 
don’t realise it.

Finally, the cost – includes all the above. =  
Excellent value for money”.

Michelle Whitmore
My Macro World

Maria

Hamps Hall 2014 Paul Haley & Kevin Pengelley at Hamps Hall, May 2014
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How to Get
Customers to Buy

Precept Mentoring Group specialise in helping ambitious business 
owners maximise their sales through the use of simple and easily 
learned techniques.  The business was founded by Phil and Ginny 
Atherton in September 2005 and has coached over 150 businesses 
since then. 
The Precept training is based on the latest thinking in the world of 
sales and sales process, but also adds in key elements of psychology 
into the way we make our buying decisions.
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I
f we want people to buy from us it 
is pretty important to understand 
what it is that those people

want to buy. Now the answer to this is 
not always as obviously as it might be. 
Remember the quote from Theodore 
Levitt that we shared a couple of 
months ago – “people don’t buy 
quarter inch drills – they buy quarter 
inch holes”. If we want to be successful 
at selling our service, especially when 
we are competing with much lower 
priced, lower skilled photographers, we 
need to be so clear about this point.
What are customers really buying?
The only way to really understand 
what our customers are buying is to 
put ourselves in their minds, and look 
at our service from their point of view. 
Think about issues such as

• When they have these 
photographs what will they do 
with them? 

• Where will they use them? 
• Who will they show them to? 
• How often? 
• What do they want the people 

they show them to to think?

This is not a 5 minute exercise. If 
you could ask those questions of all 
your customers you would  get many 
different answers. So, you can’t just 
sit down with a cup of tea and decide 
what it is your customers are buying. 
However, you can start the process 
there. An hour or two, thinking 
about  what you would want those 
photographs for will give you some 
ideas to work with. If you get a friend, 
or even two friends, to help you with 
the process, you will come up with 
even more ideas. 

Next, you need to know which apply 
to specific customers.

The power of questions.

There is only one way to know what 
your customers are looking for when 
they consider buying from you – ask 
them. But you can’t just ask them 

outright. They will think you are weird. 
Also they will not be able to answer the 
question in a way that is useful to you. 
This is because so much of their buying  
motive is unconscious, so they don’t even 
know what it is. 

In fact, so much of that buying motive 
will be about emotional elements, rather 
than the practical elements. So, while you 
might be concerned with matters like

• The number of shots to be taken

• The amount of post processing

• The format in which the photographs 
are to be delivered

• Resolution

• Lens type

• Lighting

• Location

Your customer will most likely have no 
interest in those things. Your customer is 
probably more interested in 

• What their family will think

• Sharing the photographs with loved 
ones

• Enjoying parties when they remind 
themselves of their special event

• Sending copies to friends and family to 
share the joy

• Having really special memories that 
they can revisit over and over

Or, if they are a business

• Making money from the marketing 
activity this is part of

• Showing their products in such a good 
light that people want to buy from them

• Impressing their customers

• Showing off to their rivals

Vive la difference! So, your 
customers will all have slightly different 
requirements. Now, you need to be able 
to explain to them how you can satisfy 
their own requirements – not someone 

else’s. You can find out their 
specific requirements by asking the right 
questions of them. 

Now, if you thought that working out 
what your customers buy was hard, 
determining the questions to ask to 
uncover their buying motives is much 
harder. This is an area where your friends 
could be especially helpful. By talking to 
them about what would be important to 
them if they were buying from you, and 
asking further questions to really get to 
their unconscious motivations, you will 
start to develop a set of questions that are 
not too intrusive, but help to uncover the 
underlying motivations of your customers.  
Developing the right questions is a matter 
of trial and error. In the safety of your 
studio you will be  able to think up some 
truly great questions that you are certain 
will elicit the unconscious buying motives 
of your customers, but it is only when you 
test them on those customers you will find 
out if they are any good. Expect it to take 
several months before you have a really 
good set of questions that consistently 
bring you the information you need.

Persistence pays.

While this may seem like a lot of effort 
it is important to remember why you are 
doing it. As you operate in an increasingly 
competitive market, all around you are 
lesser photographers who have found that 
the only consistent way in which they can 
compete is through the price they charge. 

If you want to rise above that, and be 
able to charge the amount that your skill 
and dedication deserve, you have to find 
something else to compete on. Knowing 
what it is your customers are really buying 
gives you the opportunity to compete on 
something other than price.

When we work one-to-one with clients 
we create a matrix with them, which helps 
them to focus on  the things that their 
customers are really buying. It looks like 
this

When you have that matrix in place and 
really understand what it is you are selling 
to your customers, the price of your 
competitors fades really quickly. Really 
understanding what your customers are 
buying, and working out how to uncover 
those motives will take time and effort. 
Of course, you don’t have to get every 
requirement and every question nailed in 
order to see the benefits of this activity. 
As soon as you start looking at your 
customers’ requirements from their point 

Phil Atherton
Precept Optimum Performance
Precept Optimum Performance is a trading 
name of
Precept Mentoring Group Ltd,
Precept House, 82 Leicester Road, Quorn, 
LE12 8BB

of view instead of your own you will 
start to see results. By persisting and 
creating and using a matrix like the 
one above you will find that your sales 
improvement will get stronger and 
stronger.

Happy Selling!

Phil Atherton
Precept Optimum Performance
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PRESENT PROFIT
Presentation is key. Your clients 
will love our professionally 
designed and packaged USBs. 
Don’t just give, present.

Put your work out there for  
the world to see and share. 
Our stunning online galleries 
and slideshow videos are just 
the tip of the iceberg.

Our solution is designed to  
help you make more money by 
generating additional sales leads, 
maximising referral marketing 
opportunities and “knowing 
your numbers”.

PROMOTE

THE

SOLUTION
3XM

The 3XM Solution is brought to you by Photovalue Ltd.
 
LoCall UK: 0845 0800 750
LoCall Ireland: 1890 930 111 
E: info@3xmsolution.com
W: www.3xmsolution.com

“The popularity of selling digital files is Nationwide and it is so much better to offer the 
family their quality images on a professional looking USB in excellent presentation boxes 
and bags while enabling your client to share the images on Facebook and across other 
social media. This not only looks much better than just a CD in a cover but also helps 
promote your business. This one USB presentation product from the 3XM Solution alone 
has already increased the sales for many of the Cherub Photographers across the UK and 
will continue to do so”.

Ray Lowe HonFMPA

WHAT THEY’RE SAYING

www.3xmsolution.com
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Former Radio 1 
Presenter talks albums
Neale James’ style of photography is “observant”,  “narrative”, “calm” and “natural”.    Come rain or shine, he 
will observe, follow, study and be your eyes for the day. He doesn’t let clients step outside of their comfort 
zone, that wouldn’t be natural and leaping bridal parties and brides held aloft by the boys are not his bag; 
Neale prefers people to connect in a far more instinctive manner.  Neale talks to Creative Light about his 
choice of album supplier, G.F. Smith   and the wedding albums they produce.

I 
came to wedding photography 
reasonably late compared to some 
entering the business. I was in my late 

30s when I first lifted a lens to capture a 
wedding.  I think this has actually been a 
huge advantage though. My background 
was in radio broadcasting, nearly four 
years of that spent with Radio 1, where 
entertaining large audiences trains you to 
be reasonably calm in times of high energy 
and demand.

So I’m relaxed in terms of how I operate 
during a typical wedding day. My approach 
has a strong documentary flavour and I 
prefer a photojournalist style, though I’m 
not a shrinking violet if asked to capture 
family portraits. I think there is legacy 
to that part of a day, and it’s a part that 
is bypassed too easily these days for a 
number of reasons, I think often because 
it’s not the most comfortable part of a 

day photographically speaking. I actually 
believe portraits can be part of the overall 
documentary though, you’re recording 
family relationships and sometimes that 
expectation can’t be met in pure reportage 
fashion.

As a photographer I developed a style 
of wedding capture called “Photofilms” 
and lecture about this when invited to. 
It’s essentially a fusion of sound from the 
day, and stills. “Photofilms”  have certainly 
changed the way clients feel about 
suppliers. I find myself often fulfilling the 
role that would have been claimed by the 
videographer, as sound is the driving force 
behind clients’ desires to have their loved 
ones speeches captured.  

Inevitably I’m not the only one now 
presenting this style of capture, though 
it’s technically challenging and involved, 
both during and post the day. It’s 
generally only the serious full timers that 
photograph and record like this. I think 
that’s an advantage in what has become a 
very congested genre.

At face value this could all point toward 
my business becoming digitally focused, 
where print is replaced by zeros and 
noughts on a USB stick.

But I still champion the design of 
wedding albums. Pictures in print still 
excite me and right now I can’t see 
that changing. There’s something very 
tangible about holding a print. There’s 
an emotional clarity to handling prints 
and albums and whereas you could quite 
feasibly argue the difference between 
experiencing a print on paper or image on 
screen, I still think there is a different user 

experience.
Think of it this way. You can see a beach 
on a computer screen, and one from all 
four corners of the world at that, but you 
can’t run your toes through the warm 
sand. And that for me is the difference. 
It’s the tactile nature of turning a page, 
feeling the paper stock, smelling the 
leather; it’s an experience you don’t get 
from clicking a mouse or swiping a screen 
with your index finger.
With such a range of suppliers to choose 
from when it came to albums, I chose to 
research a company that had a pedigree 
when it came to paper, traditional print 
values, worked for my business in terms 
of cost, and unashamedly I wanted to 
choose British. It’s not always possible to 
do this when you look at where kit comes 
from, so where possible I definitely 
practice this preference in other parts of 
my business.
Quality is paramount and the fact that I 
could visit G.F.  Smith, meet the people 
behind making the books and then watch 
my prints and albums transit through 
the process pretty much switched me 
away from my current suppliers over 
night. In terms of ‘digital’ albums, I’ve 
not looked back. I’m aware of the glaring 
contradiction in terms of electronic 
processing of a print, but I’m similarly 
aware that I can’t enjoy all my ideals.

I’ll admit to being quite ‘Model T Ford’ 
in terms of album offering from our 
company. I present mainly black leather 
covered albums, a matt print finish 
within and simple black box. Simplicity 
is important. I want clients to look at 
pictures, not to be confused by the 
packaging or cover options, though the 
range of GF Smith digital Expressions 
album is pretty vast.

I’ve seen a little of the future of late, 
where albums can display wafer thin but 
not yet flexible pages that are in essence 
screens; books showing films and 
movement within. This is new technology 
and I’m sure if companies like GF Smith 
feel they can embrace this, it’ll move 
the bar up even higher. I’d want them 
to embrace their paper heritage still, in 
some way.

Neale James
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New Panel
Member
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T
he Guild recently welcomed its newest Panel Member, Karl Bratby.  Based in Nottingham, he is an 
experienced photographic tutor and has been a practicing professional photographer for over 25 
years.  A regular on the lecture circuit, he is also an avid contributor to photographic publications.  

As well as being a Master Craftsman with the Guild he has a Fellowship awarded by the BIPP and has 
been their Midlands Photographer of the Year three times in recent years.

He is a purist at heart who strongly believes that photography is an art form.  Fashion and Dance is 
his photography drug but he is just as happy shooting weddings.

Karl believes that training is the key to progression in photography and that there are not any 
short cuts.  He started his journey with photography at the young age of 17.  Studying at College on 
film which was the foundation to the understanding he has of photography and the development, 
processing of your images in the Darkroom.  There were no short cuts and you had to learn your craft.

He believes the photography industry has far too many poor quality trainers offering training 
with little or no experience, resulting in many photographers missing out on the important journey 
of understanding the fundamental and essential elements of the craft.  He is passionate about the 
education of photographers and improving the professional standards of UK photographers to keep 
them at the forefront of image making, so he is bound to be a very active Panel Member.

Karl’s next Guild  training course is on 24th September 2014 - Back to Basics and Beyond Date 2 - 
Studio Lighting and the Fuji X System.    Get in touch with Karl for more details.

When not behind his camera he enjoys mountain biking, water skiing, surfing and long walks with his 
pair of crazy Fox Red Labradors, and he has a vast and varied taste in music.

www.karlbratbyphotographer.co.uk/studio-events

My skills as a photographer, who is more than a 
little obsessed with perfect lighting, comes into 
their own when shooting dance and fashion 
images.”

“
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A Way of Life
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Victoria inherited her passion for photography from her father.  His dark-room and place to escape resided 
in a large shed at the bottom of their garden.   Sadly, her father passed away when Victoria was three years 
old and from then on she spent hours holding up the little square film slides up to the light, gazing at all the 
people and places he had photographed. The colours, dusty albums and the smell of old film became an 
emotive connection to her father for Victoria, and one that will stay with her for life.
It wasn’t until Victoria had children of her own and after 15 years of working as a graphic designer, that 
Victoria planned her own venture of escapism. The experience of having children and seeing how quickly 
they grew, gave her the determination she needed to follow in her Father’s footsteps and make her dream 
of becoming a photographer a reality.
Although Victoria’s business is relatively new, she love’s being a photographer.  It has become a way of life, 
capturing other people’s lives and the ever-changing world around her. Victoria has a great and genuine 
interest in people and with this, alongside her own life-experiences, she manages to produce work which 
evokes emotion. Victoria spends time getting to know people, enabling her to understand them and find out 
what they want from their photographs; capturing them in their natural, emotive state. 

T
he most wonderful opportunities in 
life usually come when we least expect 
them. Victoria was driving home during 

the early evening, after planning the wedding 
photography for one of her clients, she came 
across a scene at the side of the road.  Victoria 
stopped her car and pulled over. 

There are many misconceptions about 
people who live in such a way and these 
thoughts must  have crossed her mind as 
Victoria made her approach to the travellers, 
but the overwhelming desire to meet with 
them pushed her on.  Victoria was greeted 
with such friendliness and welcoming smiles 
that she immediately knew that her  instinct 
had been right. As the kettle on the fire 
bubbled away, they chatted about where they 
were going, about the mare and her beautiful 
foal, how well they were getting on and that 
they’d stopped there for a while to rest the 
horses before moving on. Victoria learnt about 
their way of life and how they got by such as 
using solar panels to charge their laptops. 

 “We all live differently, have our own 
traditions, values and way of life”.  

Victoria’s  drive home that evening has 
enabled her to share with you this one way 
of life, a life Victoria hopes we will always 
continue to see. 

Julie Oswin

“ I was afraid of their response towards me. I got out of the car (leaving 
the camera in the boot) and approached the family to talk to them before 
I even asked about photographing them”.      -  Victoria Macken
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Before you judge me tell me one thing;

Do you know how dew feels in the early morning,

Do you know what timber makes that crackling 
sound,

When you sit by a fire on open ground.

Tell me how bright the stars do shine,

While lying on your back with your lover beside.

Why do weeping willows weep?

They cry for the humans souls they keep.

How do bluebell woods look in May?

A carpet of fragrance such beauty are they.

So before you tell me we can’t stay,

What do you know about the land that we lay?

We may be different, gypsies are we,

But we love these lands more than you see.

We travel around from woods to creak,

Past babbling brooks and chestnut trees,

By steaming streams and rocky mounts

We love this land, why doesn’t this count.

Romany women so small and beautiful.

Tell me how midnight sounds while sleeping on 
hallowed ground;

The night it creeps into your embrace

The perfect partner love can make.

Before you judge me tell me this;

What sound streams make when meeting lakes,

While rivers join the big wide sea.

How does it feel when admiring these?

Tall trees sore the open sky,

The most beautiful colours with the sun rise.

So before you judge us and make us move on;

Have a care for what your doing,

As we are still human.

We’ll  love this land until the day we die,

This is where we started our lives.

- Anon

“ Not all those who wander are lost”.    ~ JRR Tolkien
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spotlight
Congratulations Dave Whenham 
Gold Bar
June 2014
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Photography  -  
100 years ago!
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‘The Book of Photography: Practical, Theoretic and Applied’, was edited by Paul N. Hasluck and published 
in 1905. This book would rightly have been considered a fully comprehensive guide about every aspect of 
Photography at that time.   A copy of it recently appeared at the Guild’s offices gifted by a lady who had 
sadly become widowed. The book had belonged to her husband, and she did not want it to go to waste, so 
sent it us in the hope we could use it, so use it we will.
This wonderful gesture, along with the captivating content, has driven us to share some of the knowledge, 
hints and tips from 100 years ago in the next few editions of Creative Light. We were amazed by both the 
clear similarities and by contrast the notable differences in photographic skills required then and now. We 
hope that you will find it just as fascinating as we have! 
This particular section is taken from the ‘Methods of Colouring Photographs’, and shows the extent that 
you would have had to go through if you wanted a touch of colour, rather than a black and white photo. If 
you think ‘Photoshop’ is fiddly today … look what was involved over a Century ago!

The Art of Colouring

It is now proposed to deal with the 
different methods of imitating the effects 
of ordinary water and oil-colour painting, 
using the photograph to supply the 
necessary proportions and more or less 
detail. First will be described the methods 
used by first-class colourists, then the 
various trick processes by which water-
colour effects may be produced. 

A little practice in water-colour painting 
will be a useful preliminary. By carefully 
copying good pictures, many of the points 
dealt with will be brought home to the 
worker in a way that no amount of writing 
about them could possibly do. 

The art of colouring is not to be easily 
acquired by the knowledge of a few 
rules. Good work can only be done 
after considerable practice. An intimate 
knowledge of the laws if colour harmony 
is, however, of first importance.

Harmony:

When the colours are in proper 
relationship, it is called harmony. Now 
this harmony is of great importance, for it 
governs the success of a picture. 

The charm of colour work does not lie 
in the colour itself, but the blending or 
harmony of the various tints and shades. 
Fig.469 gives a very good illustration of 
the effects of colour combination. This 
may be prepared by drawing a circle and 
painting spaces A, B and C blue, C, D and 
E yellow, and E, F and A red. 

It will be seen that three primary 
and three secondary colours  are 
produced, each of which is opposite to 
its complementary, the harmony of the 
combination being very pleasing. It is a 
curious fact that after gazing fixedly at 
colour the eye itself will conjure up the 
complementary.

Materials Required:

Water-colours:

The first requirement will be a set of 
suitable water-colours. The following is a 
complete list of all the colours likely to be 
required: -

Sepia - This is a transparent brown which 
may be used for hair and draperies; it is 
somewhat cool in tone; when approaching 
more to red, it is known as warm sepia. 

Brown Madder – Useful in the shadows 
of draperies; when used with blue forms a 
pleasing grey tint suitable for shadows in 
the face. 
Raw Sienna - Useful in backgrounds. 
Burnt Sienna - Also used in backgrounds, 
and sometimes in the face for flesh tints. 
Raw Umber, Burnt Umber - used for hair. 
Light Red - May be used in flesh tints. 

(The book continues to name many 
colours and what they would be best used 
for). 

Brushes:

These should be of the very finest 
sable, having a good spring and capable 
of coming to a perfect point. The best test 

for a brush is to bend the point lightly back 
when dry. If it does not recover its shape 
or appears bushy, it is unsuitable. Fig 472 
shows the type of brush required.

Applying the Colours

The first operation in colouring a 
photograph is that of putting in the 
washes. Washing consists of flowing over 
a large space an even tint of colour. This 
requires a little practice to do it perfectly, 
but once mastered it may be done rapidly 
and with extreme ease. 

The face and hair should be put on as 
rapidly as possible after each other, to 
prevent any appearance of a line between 
the two, so it is advisable to have both 

colours ready mixed in the tray… It is also 
always advisable to have a little piece of 
hair as a sample, which should be laid on a 
sheet of white paper and the colour then 
mixed to match it. 

Now turn the photograph upside down 
and slightly tilt it. Then, beginning at 
what is now the top left-hand side of the 
portion to receive the wash, draw the 
brush well filled with colour from left to 
right. Where the space to be covered is 
large, it is usual to float on the colour in 
this way. 

If the brush does not cover the first 
time, give another stroke from left to right 
below it, and just overlapping… The object 
of turning the photograph upside down 
and tilting it is to enable the colour to 
overflow into the hair, where it will do less 
damage… 

After the face has dried, put in the 
shadows, such as nostrils, etc., with light 
red or brown madder. The hands are 
treated in the same way as the face.

The rules of colour harmony still apply 
today, but from the above it isn’t difficult 
to imagine just how much practice, time 
and effort that went into adding just a 
touch of colour to a photograph. Compare 
that to today where we can convert to 
Black & White or Sepia or alter colours 
with the touch of a button or by simply 
moving a slider bar. 
Also, can you imagine asking someone 
today for a lock of hair as a sample to work 
from?

Laura
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  Hallam Internet  |  Digital Marketing Agency

Use the Internet to 
Grow your Photography 
Business
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Laura Hampton, Digital Marketing Manager at Hallam Internet, explains how 
important the internet is to your business and how to make your internet 
presence work for you and your business growth. 

For any business to grow, it needs customers. One of today’s most effective channels for 
getting those new customers is the internet.
Did you know, in 2013, 73% of adults in Great Britain accessed the internet every day? And 

that number continues to grow. These people are using the internet to find information, gather 
inspiration and to source services just like yours.

Search Google for the phrase ‘wedding photographer UK’ and you’ll find nearly 34 million 
results. Look for ‘corporate photography UK’ and you’ll see a further 41 million results. In fact, 
search any photography service related term and you’ll find millions of results for every one.

To put it bluntly, if your business isn’t using the internet to source new custom, you’re missing 
out on a huge revenue stream.

clearly communicated in the form of buttons, 
text or images.

For example, when you go to a website like 
Amazon, you’ll see the ‘buy’ button is visually 
very prominent. That’s because that’s the 
action they want you to take. Your call to 
action might be to ‘Contact Us’ or ‘Sign Up 
for Our Newsletter’. Consider what you want 
people to do, and make sure that’s clear on 
your site.

A blog;

One of the strongest tools to help new 
customers discover your business online 
is to have a blog. This is an area where you 
can create and share new content regularly, 
which is then picked up by Google and can be 
found for different search terms.

It’s also a place for you to really showcase 
your value and expertise. For example, 
take a look at wedding photography Sarah 
Ellen Bailey’s website, where her blog is a 
collection of thoughts and experiences from 
her work:

http://sarahellenbailey.com/

Here, she shows off her knowledge and 
she also answers questions which people 
might be asking through social media or 
Google search, such as ‘why is wedding 
photography so expensive’. Through her blog, 
she can reach a whole new set of potential 
customers.

A strong SEO strategy;

SEO, or search engine optimisation, is the 
process through which you improve your 
business website’s ranking position in the 
search results. Basically, it’s how you affect 
where in the list of results your business 
appears for each given search result.

For this, you’ll need SEO expertise yourself 
or to employ an agency like Hallam Internet 
which is expert in search engine optimisation 
and able to provide you a solid strategy 
and undertake the implementation of that 
strategy on your behalf.

Getting Website Traffic: 
The Necessity of SEO

SEO is a hugely important part of your 
internet marketing strategy.

GETTING STARTED: Your Business 
Website

If you’re serious about using the 
internet to get more customers for your 
business, you need a business website.
This needn’t be as daunting as it sounds. 
Granted, if your business has the money 
to invest, you can get some fantastic 
websites design for you by web design 
teams and crafted for optimum online 
success by companies like us here at 
Hallam Internet.
But even without large budgets, you 
can create a website to showcase your 
business online, whether you employ 
someone to design and build it for you 
or you use a programme such as Wix or 
Wordpress to do it yourself.

TOP FIVE:  Requirements for a 
Successful Business Website

Make sure your website has:

A branded domain;

In order to develop your business’ 
online presence, you should aim to have 
a domain which represents your brand 
name or what you do. For example, our 
domain is www.hallaminternet.com 
and this is what people type into their 
browser to find out site. A photographer 
we have worked with in the past uses 
www.ursulakellyphotography.com as her 
domain.

By using a branded domain, you help 
people who already know about your 
business to easily find you online.

A clear purpose;

Your website needs a clear purpose. 
What are you trying to achieve? Is it a 
sales tool, for people to buy your photos 
or your services online? Is it a booking 
system to allow people to see when 
you’re available? Is it simply an online 
shop window where you showcase what 
you offer and encourage people to call or 
email to find out more?

Decide what the purpose of your 
website is an you’ll stand a far better 
chance of achieving that purpose.

Strong calls to action;

Aligned with the purpose of your 
website is a strong set of calls to action. 
These are the things you want people to 
do on your website, and they should be 

www.hallaminternet.com
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It’s one thing to create a great website 
using the tips above. Quite another to 
encourage people to visit that website and 
another thing again to get them to actually 
buy from you. Here, we’ll explain the basics 
of SEO.

SEO:  Understanding your Keywords

SEO enables you to draw people to your 
website by improving the visibility of your 
website in the search results. Your keywords 
are an essential part of this.
To give you an example, Hallam Internet 
is a provider of SEO services, based in 
Nottingham. We know that when people are 
searching on Google for our services, they 
search phrases such as ‘SEO Nottingham’. 

Search that phrase now, and you’ll see this: 
(see example)

The highlighted results here are Hallam 
Internet results. When people search for 
our services, they see our business website 
in position 1 in the list (only below paid for 
listings) and, in this instance, we also appear 
in position 2 and in the local map listings.

For us, we know this high position in the 
Google search results for this phrase sends 
a lot of traffic to our website and is a strong 
driver of new business for us too.

For your business, you’ll need to think 
about what search terms people might use 
when looking for your services. Are they 
searching for ‘wedding photographer’ in 
your local area perhaps? Are they searching 
for a particular type of photograph, like 
‘corporate headshots’?

You, or your chosen SEO agency, will 
need to do your research to identify terms 
which will bring in prospective customers 
via Google search. You will create a page to 
target every keyword – which might mean 
optimising your existing content, and also 
means creating new content such as blog 
posts to target a wider range of keywords.

SEO: Optimising Your Content

Optimising your content means creating 
content which targets your keywords. 
Each keyword needs a separate page to be 
optimised for it in order to ensure that page 
is the most relevant, best quality page for 
people searching for that keyword.

Hallam Internet | Digital Marketing Agency Here are our top tips for content 
optimisation:
• Use your keyword in your titles and 

subtitles
• Use your keyword 2-3 times in the main 

content of the page
• Use terms which are related to your 

keyword – so if you’re targeting ‘wedding 
photographer’, you’ll also use terms like 
‘bride’, ‘groom’, ‘marriage’ and so on

• Include images and videos in your 
content that are relevant to your 
keyword

• Don’t be afraid to include links to other 
useful content where appropriate, 
whether that content is on your website 
or external

SEO: Building Your Online Presence

With your website set up, your keywords 
identified and your content optimised, the 
next step is to promote your business across 
the web.

For this, you might use social media to share 
your lovely website content – blog posts 
again work really well for this.  You can also 
use a process called link building which is 
a form of online PR whereby you identify 
influential websites and online publications 
and contact them to let them know about the 
great content you have.

One example of this could be for 
photographers promoting their corporate 
photography services. You might create a 
great blog post about the value of having high 
quality, professional head shots for everyone 
in your business. You would then share this 
content with a well-known business website 
with a view to encouraging them to share the 
content on their site and thus increase your 
business’ visibility in the business sector.

Using the Internet to Grow Your 
Business: The Next Steps

The photography sector is often highly 
competitive and anything which gives you the 
competitive advantage should be grasped 
with both hands. The internet is one such 
opportunity , affording you a vast array of 
opportunities on which to capitalise and, 
bottom line, grow your business.

Laura Hampton
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Some would say that the month of June through to 
September are the busiest months in the wedding 
photography calendar. With our very uncertain weather 
of recent summers, I am sure Brides are feeling blessed 
with the amazing run of sunny days we are currently 
experiencing. 

Of course the flip side of this will be the photographers 
who are cursing the sun and hoping for the exact opposite, 
a bright but overcast day. Where as others will just take 
it in their stride and see it as "another day at the office". 
Experience does make a difference. It allows us to become 
better at what we do and gives us insight into handling 
situations and circumstances in a more productive and 
successful way. 

Everybody talks about hindsight and the things they wished 
they knew. Photographers are no different. In fact having 
spoken to many photographers, it seems that as a group of 
professionals, the photographic industry seems to be much 
more inclusive and eager to encourage and help fellow 
professionals. Some of the most highly regarded and talented 
photographers, who are at the top of their game, are simply 
down to earth, approachable and all-round nice people. 

We are very fortunate to be able to count many of these 
talented professionals as Jorgensen Photographers.

So this made me think about the content for this third issue 
of Creative Light. I decided to ask some of our Jorgensen 
photographers to give us an insight to how they approach a 
wedding day in photographic terms and how this might have 
changed from when they first started. I also asked them what 
kind of advice would they give to a wedding photographer, 
either someone who has just started or someone who might 
already have experience. I thought it would be a chance to 
learn something or have an opportunity to see things in a 
different way because of their experience.

So here it is, an insight for you. I hope you find what they 
have to say interesting and thought provoking. I am very 
grateful to Kevin Mullins, Damien Lovegrove and Peter 
Prior for their help, wisdom and continuing support for 
Jorgensen Albums. 

With a couple of busy wedding photography months left, I 
hope you will take something you have read here and look 
at your world and the way you do things from a difference 
perspective... Just call it hindsight! 

SOUTH WEST PHOTO MOUNTS ARE JØRGENSENS UK PARTNER - www.swpm.net - 01803 668380

A D V I C E  I  W I S H  I  H A D

KEVIN MULLINS - SLOW DOWN, DON'T RUSH

In the beginning it was very 
much a case of “shoot as 
much as possible and I’m sure 
something will be good”.  Now, 
it’s a much more measured 
approach. Using smaller, more 
manual cameras has helped 

that to some extent but I think as my style has matured, the 
way I look, see and shoot every image has changed too.
 
My advice would be, Slow down, Don’t rush, YOU are the 
expert. The client has employed you to do the job that you 
are perfectly capable of. Don’t let outside influences (parents, 
bossy bridesmaids etc) ruin that. Remember that you are 
shooting weddings because it’s a vocation. It’s not a “normal 
job”.  You should never go to a wedding thinking “oh, god, 
another wedding”.  It should be something to look forward 
to. You will only look forward to it if you are allowed to 
approach it in your style, with your own philosophy.

I’m not the only person who shoots reportage style, but on 
the whole, each of us has their own “style within that genre”.

If you cannot differentiate yourself from the masses then 
you will be selected based on price alone – which essentially 
makes you a commodity and not an artist. Work on your 
style, but don’t force it. If you really enjoy setting up lavish 
fine art group shots – make sure you attract those types of 
clients via your branding. Don’t take “any old wedding” just 
for the cash as this will never allow you to define and in turn 
refine your style as you mature into the marketplace.

SOUTH WEST PHOTO MOUNTS ARE JØRGENSENS UK PARTNER - www.swpm.net - 01803 668380

To find out more about Jørgensens complete range of 
Albums & Presentation Products, visit www.swpm.net or call 
us on 01803 668380. Follow us on Facebook and Twitter.

PETER PRIOR - LEARN LIGHT, EXPOSURE & HOW TO CONTROL IT

The main difference with my 
work now is that my style 
and approach is about 90% 
documentary against probably 
95% formal when I started out. 
This is something I've worked 
towards more and more over 

my 18 years of shooting weddings. The way equipment has 
evolved since I started, not only in terms of technology, but 
lightness and actual physical size has also revolutionised the 
way I cover a wedding.

My main advice would be to keep things simple, learn light, 
exposure and how to control this in all situations. Rather than 
machine gun away 1000s of frames in the hope of getting 
enough or capturing the image. Value your work, if you don't 
price and value it properly, then clients won't either. In the 
long run it wont do you any favours and will make it harder to 
develop and sustain a successful business.

Compete on quality, on points of difference, rather than price. 
Being different, in style or any other way is key to longevity. 

Quality and a distinctive style is paramount to success and 
avoid competing purely on price. It's horrifying how any 
photographers are so focused on keeping their prices
low, that they then have nothing to make 
them stand out from the masses of 
cheap photographers.

DAMIEN LOVEGROVE - KEEP IT SIMPLE, BE A LOVELY PERSON

Virtually everyone can 
photograph the bride 
and groom, but few can 
photograph the love that exists 
between them. It is the ability 
to shoot love, fun, tenderness 
and beauty that makes the 

work of the great wedding photographers stand head and 
shoulders above the rest.

Fashions in wedding photography change quickly, so stay 
current or ahead of the curve. Julie & I never second shot 
or shot alongside another wedding photographer when we 
started out. We developed our own style as a result; don’t 
feel you have to shadow photographers or second shoot, just 
go for it. Don’t practise on people’s weddings, get all your 
practise in before you start shooting weddings. 

A wedding is product photography, architecture photography, 
event photography and portraiture with a white dress; you 
can hone all these skills outside of a wedding day.

My advice would be, Develop your own style, don’t copy 
the style and work of others. Keep it simple, avoid gimmicky 
lenses or post production effects, these go out of date so 
quickly and devalue your work. 

Finally be a lovely person and work on your interpersonal 
skills, ultimately these will deliver you a great referral 
business along with work that captures true feeling.
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An Introduction.
Personally, my first step on the photographic 
path was really driven by lazy frustration. I was 
at art school studying fine art and the process of 
watercolours, pointillism and oils was simply not 
instant enough for me, so I picked up a camera, 
girls became interested in me and the rest is 
history!

It’s this “in pocket – instant creativity” that I 
love about the PEN. I just want to take pictures 
and it’s in this role, whilst delivering top of the 
line results, that the PEN E-P5 helps keep my 
creative edge honed.

Recently I’ve been away for a couple of weeks on 
Olympus business but I still get the urge to create 
for myself despite shooting in the day. I just love 
to craft pictures. Sometimes you just get mere 
minutes to do “something” and it’s a shoot from 
this stable I want to chat about in this edition.

Its fair to say I’m probably best know for setting 
up and slinging loads of light about, that however 
isn’t always practical, especially when the photo 
opportunity is fleeting, that’s when natural light 
becomes your friend. 

Don’t get me wrong, natural light is no different 
in its properties and application to strobes, 
speedlights or continuous lighting. They all have 
brightness, colour, contrast and direction that 
needs thinking about and applying in the way you 
intend. Arrogantly I like to think of myself as a 
picture maker, not just a picture taker!

A FLEETING MOMENT Olympus PEN E-P5
with M.Zuiko Digital 25mm 1:1.8

Damian McGillicuddy, the multi award-winning Professional Photographer and Olympus UK’s 
Principal Photographer and Educator talks you through how this shot was done.

IN ASSOCIATION WITH

Coming soon, exclusive Olympus “Get to Know your Camera” and Technique sessions.

Model: Steph Davenport

How it was done...
This is a simple window lit portrait. The “key” or 
main light is a simple gap in the curtains allowing 
the harsh light to beam through, the width of the 
gap not only controlling the spread of light but 
also the contrast within the image.

The narrative for the image was explained to 
our talented and capable subject and we got 
to shooting. So how was the contrast inherent 
in the image controlled, how was the moody 
light achieved with frankly no more than a set of 
curtains?

The curtains were carefully used as make shift 
barn doors to control exactly where the light was 
allowed to strike. This shaft of light was what the 
exposure was based upon. The extreme ratio of 
the morning window light to the base level of the 
room light is what causes the contrast. There 
is a little bit of fill bouncing back off the wall to 
camera right lowering the contrast slightly. You 
can see though that the light is so bright the lamp 
in the corner of the room just basically “glows” in 
comparison.

This image was shot with the Olympus PEN E-P5 
and my M.Zuiko Digital 25mm 1:1.8.

OnOne Perfect black and white software helped 
me finish my vision and make it a little more 
filmic.

My intention is to show creative versatility using 
the minimum of kit and just a little thought.

Visit www.damianmcgillicuddy.com to find out about our forthcoming photography events.
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Control your Capture

Control the Colour 

Controlling the Retouch

When showing your work

First off the shiny metal carry-cased Spyder HD delivers the perfect portable device for setting white and grey points for stills and videos. The SpyderCUBE is a highly 
pocketable version of a grey card but avoids you having to worry about it becoming creased, stained and worthless when compared to conventional foldable cloth or 
paper cards. This little gem, as the name suggests, is cubic in shape and only about 4cm (about an inch) in length per side and allows you to balance contrast for your 
shot like no other solution on the market. Despite it’s compact nature the SpyderCUBE 
gives you larger blocks of grey to use as targets than most conventional cards, with two of 
the cube’s faces split between a 96% White and an 18% grey triangle.  Provided you can 
see both of these two-toned sides when the cube is either hung or tripod mounted into your 
shoots, you have a perfect target to set grey balance irrespective of the direction of any 
lighting or even if it’s changing. Once you’ve shot the SpydrCUBE simply choose the lighter 
one of these split sides to use in setting the grey balance  and then use the black face 
and white quarters to set your highlights to the 96% white and shadows to a 4% black. 

When you need to do more than simply set white 
balance and control contrast for your shots but 
instead control all the colours across your shoot’s 
spectrum, allowing you to get that dress, skin tones 
and any other important hues just right, then the 
SpyderCUBE’s big brother the SpyderCHECKR comes 
in to its own. This multi-coloured target comes in 
a highly robust plastic case about the same shape 
and size as a tablet computer. Intentionally not as 
pocketable as the SpyderCUBE it’s fold-out design is ideal for shooting from a distance and in particular for group scenes. 
Tripod mountable or simply held or leant into your location at some point in the shoot, the SpyderCHECKR comes with plugin 
software for most image capture solutions (e.g. Adobe Photoshop Lightroom, Adobe Photoshop or Hasselblad Phocus) and enables you to set up a calibration preset with the touch of 
a button to linearise all your shots. As the software knows what each colour swatch should be it can instantly calculate a calibration across the spectrum to remove casts and bring all 
colours into alignment in virtually any lighting condition. Don’t worry though, you don’t need to ask your brides, grooms or models to hold the SpyderCHECKR - as long as you shoot 
the target at some point in the same lighting conditions that any group of shots is taken in, you can apply the calibration to the whole group later on. 

Any out of gamut scintillation (100% white and over) or 100% shadows should only appear on the ball atop the Cube or in the hole at the centre of the black face respectively. The 
pocketabillity of the SpyderCUBE means it should always be available to shoot and doesn’t require a major feat of positioning fi rst to get the angle correct as conventional cards would 
do. Simply pull it out of its bag, hang it in the scene or use a mini-tripod, shoot and away you go.

Once you’ve gone to the trouble of removing colour casts and linearising all your images to appear to be in the same lighting conditions 
you’d be rather defeating the object if you now start retouching and adjusting colours on a non-colour managed screen. Fittingly the 
SpyderHD comes with the latest top of the range SpyderELITE HD screen calibrator as part of the system. This ultra-accurate device 
simply plugs into your computers’ USB sockets and allows you to calibrate connected screens by running the easy to use Mac or PC 
software. Once run you can retouch your images safe in the knowledge that ‘What you see is what you get’ at least as far as colour 
is concerned. Working with soft proofi ng profi les from your print houses or output devices then puts you in control to see how your 
images will output on virtually any combination of paper, ink and printer. 

Ignoring how your images may be printed, frequently the most critical environment (certainly for any Wedding 
Photographer) is the fi nal viewing with the clients. If what appears on screen doesn’t tally with expectations you’ve a 
lot of back-tracking and persuasion ahead of you. Having already used the SpyderELITE HD within the kit to calibrate 
your retouching screens you can feel assured that colours here will look spot on but courtesy of the accompanying 
SpyderWEB holster and calibration DVDs or Blu-ray discs you can now also calibrate the largest of TV or Video playback 
displays to make sure your stills and video colours match superbly as well. 

So it really is just one stop to get your Pictures looking perfect.

Datacolor SpyderHD is available from most major camera retailers and online at the Datacolor Webstore 
(http://spyder.datacolor.com/orders/)

Once you’ve gone to the trouble of removing colour casts and linearising all your images to appear to be in the same lighting conditions 
you’d be rather defeating the object if you now start retouching and adjusting colours on a non-colour managed screen. Fittingly the 
SpyderHD comes with the latest top of the range SpyderELITE HD screen calibrator as part of the system. This ultra-accurate device 
simply plugs into your computers’ USB sockets and allows you to calibrate connected screens by running the easy to use Mac or PC 
software. Once run you can retouch your images safe in the knowledge that ‘What you see is what you get’ at least as far as colour 
is concerned. Working with soft proofi ng profi les from your print houses or output devices then puts you in control to see how your 

SpyderWEB holster and calibration DVDs or Blu-ray discs you can now also calibrate the largest of TV or Video playback 

Before SpyderCHECKR

After

If you’ve ever had the problem of shooting the same subjects over the period of a day using multiple cameras and in varying lighting 
conditions but yet still have to arrive at a consistent end result, the guys at Datacolor may have just saved you a lot of time and heartache. 
Never more obvious than when shooting Weddings where the bride and groom can lead you through the joys of shooting in a poorly lit 
church with a range of stained-glass diffused lighting, candles and in the worse cases... bar heaters! The group scenes invariably involve 
decamping to the outside and whatever natural light is available and then fi nally the inside shots for the reception deliver you into yet 
another lighting set up with a possible coup de grâce of an evening disco to complete the lighting extravaganza. If you are using multiple 
cameras and also shooting video across the same range of conditions then you really are giving yourself a potential nightmare for making 
sure everyone looks equally tanned in all shots and it doesn’t look as if the bride has had four changes of gown as she appears to be in 
ivory in one set of shots and beige in another etc.

With so many variables it’d be nice to have an easy way to set some control over what you’re doing, allowing you to match different 
cameras, deliver a neutral white point for shots (where needed) and control your contrast across your entire shoot. Fortunately new to 
the market is Datacolor’s SpyderHD, the top of the line Spyder product. This clever bundle of invaluable elements puts you in the driving 
positioning. Fortunately new to the market is Datacolor’s SpyderHD. This clever bundle of invaluable elements puts you in the driving 
position from the fi rst shot of the day to the last viewing of the end stills and video.

One Stop to Picture Perfect
Controlling your image colour quality in stills and video

www.datacolor.com
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The new Consumer
Contract Regulations
and how they affect YOU!
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O
n 13th June 2014 the Consumer 
Contracts Regulations 2013 
became UK law. They replace the 

Distance Selling Regulations and Doorstep 
Selling Regulations. Although there are many 
similarities with the old acts there are also 
important differences in the new Regulations. 
These Regulations will affect most businesses 
that have a contract with ‘consumers’, 
irrespective of where and how the contract is 
entered into. 

The Regulations make it an obligation 
for ‘traders’ to give ‘consumers’ certain 
information, extend the 7 day ‘right to cancel’ 
period to 14 days for some and include new 
rules for businesses providing digital content. 
They also prohibit the use of premium rate 
telephone ‘helplines’ and they cover issues 
relating to the delivery of goods.  Obviously 
photographers who are in business are 
‘traders’ and their customers are ‘consumers’ 
so these changes apply to any photographer 
who enters into contracts with clients in pretty 
much all circumstances, namely – 
on their business premises
• away from their own place of business, or 

following discussions that take place away 
from their own place of business 

• at a distance

A lot of the requirements will no doubt 
already be included in your contracts, but here 
are some of the main points so you can check 
that you do have them covered…

What are the Information Requirements for 
an ‘on-premises’ contract?

Not surprisingly, an ‘on-premises’ contract 
is one agreed at your business premise. Not so 
obvious however, is the fact that if you visit a 
potential customer in their home and leave a 
quotation allowing them to decide and enter 
into a contract if and when ready to do so, they 
will be entering into an ‘on-premises contract’ 
(not an ‘off-premise’ one). Bearing this in 

mind, in most cases this is the contract type a 
photographer will be utilising.

The regulations require that customers must 
be given certain information in this contract 
type, including -

• The main characteristics of the goods or 
services you are supplying. 

• Your identity (which can be your trading 
name), geographical address and 
telephone number. 

• The total price of the goods or services, 
including VAT, if applicable. If you can’t 
work out that price in advance, you 
should give details on how the final price 
will be calculated, along with a likely 
overall cost.

• Information on any delivery charges on 
top of the above cost must be included, 
if there are any.

• The arrangements for payment and 
delivery, including the time that you will 
take to deliver their goods. 

• Information about any after sales 
services or guarantees, including any 
conditions, if provided, and where 
applicable (for example information 
about any album or other product 
guarantees, if given)

• A reminder that the goods you sell will 
conform with the contract (for example, 
a statement that any goods you provide 
should be of satisfactory quality and be 
fit for purpose as required by consumer 
rights law). 

• Details about your complaint policy 
process (you must have one)

• The durations of your contract and the 
conditions for cancelling it, should there 
be any. 

• If you are providing digital content, 
you must provide information about 
the digital content functionality (for 
example, the file type and restrictions, 
compatibility with hardware and 

software, and any applicable 
technical protection measures etc..).

What are the Information Requirements 
for ‘off-premises’ and ‘distance’ 
contracts?

The regulations also require that 
consumers are provided with certain 
information when they enter into a 
contract away from your business 
premises (be that at another venue such 
as the customers house or a booking 
confirmed by an on-line means). Most of 
the requirements are the same as with an 
‘on-premises’ contract, but the following 
additional information is required too –

• As well as your telephone number, 
a fax number and email address is 
required, where applicable.

• Information on the conditions, time 
limits and procedure for exercising a 
right to cancel, if there is one. If there 
are no cancellation rights for specific 
goods, services or digital content, or 
if there are circumstances in which 
clients will lose their right to cancel, 
a notification to this effect must be 
included instead.

• The costs of returning the goods 
in the case of cancellation, where 
applicable.

• Information on any deposits or other 
financial guarantees the client is 
required to pay and any applicable 
conditions 

And if you are acting on someone 
else’s behalf –
• The identity and geographical 

address of any third-party trader 
is required, along with the address 
which complaints should be sent to, if 
different to the address supplied for 
the business you are acting on behalf 
of.

How should the required information be 
provided if an ‘off-premises’ contract?

Importantly, for the client to be bound 
by your contract you must provide the 
client with a copy of the signed contract, 
or confirmation of the contract. This must 
be provided on paper or, if the consumer 
agrees, on another ‘durable medium. 
If the right to cancel exists then you must 
also give the client a cancellation form in a 
durable medium, in a legible form.
This must be done within a reasonable 
period after the contract is agreed and 
definitely before the performance begins 
of any service supplied under the contract 
A durable medium is one that allows the 
information above to be addressed personally 
to the recipient in a way that can be stored 

in an accessible and non-editable way for 
future reference, for a period long enough 
for the purpose of the information. This 
therefore includes paper, emails, USB 
sticks, CD-ROMs, DVDs, memory cards 
and secure personal accounts which 
remain accessible to the consumer could 
all be acceptable ways of providing the 
confirmation.

How should the required information 
be provided if a ‘distance’ contract?

A ‘distance’ contract is unlikely 
to apply to most photographers for 
it is relevant to an ‘ORGANISED 
distance scheme for selling goods 
and/or services’. In other words, the 
Regulations are unlikely to affect 
a business that sells a product at a 
distance in rare instances (for example, 
if you normally take bookings face to 
face but take a booking by phone from a 
person who is unable to meet you, this 
is unlikely to be classed as an ‘organised’ 
distance selling scheme so would not 
fall within the definition of a distance 
contract). It is however worth knowing 
the subtle differences from an ‘off-
premises’ contact.

For the client to be bound by a 
‘distance’ contract, you must provide 
the required information (and a right 
to cancel form if applicable) in a format 
which is appropriate to the means of 
your communication with the customer. 

If that means of communication only 
allows limited space or time then you 
can provide most information by a 
different means, though importantly, 
this CANNOT be done in relation to 
information about:
The main characteristics of the goods or 
services you are supplying. 
• Your identity 
• The total price of the goods or 

services and any additional delivery 
charges

• The right to cancel if applicable

These four things must be supplied 
in a format appropriate to the means of 
communication, so for instance, if you 
were agreeing a contract by phone, you 
would need to supply this information 
by phone, but the other information 
required by law could then be provided 
via an email.

Following this, you must give the 
client confirmation of the contract in a 
durable medium once they have agreed 
to a distance contract unless you have 
previously provided it, of course. As with 
an ‘off-premises’ contract, this must be 

done within a reasonable period after 
the contract is agreed and definitely 
before the performance begins of any 
service supplied under the contract.

The customer’s right to cancel a 
Contract:

If a customer agrees to a ‘distance’ or 
an ‘off-premises’ contract, they have 
a right to cancel it without giving any 
reason or incurring any liability during 
the legal cancellation period, which 
in most cases is now 14 days (rather 
than 7 days) starting the day after the 
date that the contract is entered into, 
though there are a few exceptions to 
this;

Where the above 14 day period 
applies, a cancellation form must be 
made available to the customer with 
their contract. 
This cancellation period does NOT 
apply to an ‘on-premises’ contract, 
and It is also worthy of note that 
if a ‘bespoke’ product with unique 
specification has been made as the 
result of an order these cancellation 
rights do not apply even if an ‘off-
premises’ or ‘distance’ contract.

What if there is a dispute?

Generally speaking, if there is a 
dispute, you, as the ‘trader’, will have 
to prove that you have complied with 
the requirements and provided all the 
necessary information for a contract to 
be valid.

Summary

The above is a summary of what we 
feel are the most pertinent points 
for photographers. Obviously, it is 
only intended for guidance and not 
designed to be a replacement for 
professional legal advice.
In brief, the main differences the new 
regulations make are relevant to ‘off-
premises’ or ‘distance’ contracts, with 
the key difference being the increase 
in the ‘right to cancel’ period from 7 
days to 14 days. However, in most 
circumstances they should make little 
difference to most photographers 
contractual processes if they agree 
contracts with their customers on a 
face to face basis at their business 
premise, or following (but not during) 
a meeting at the customers house or 
elsewhere.
That said, if you are in business do 
check your contracts contain all the 
required information, to avoid potential 
future issues.
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